THE CONSTRUCTION BOOM FOR LARGE-SCALE RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS*

* From 2017 to 19 March 2021

ANNUAL ELECTRICITY GENERATION IN 2020
- Coal: 62.0%
- Renewables: 27.7%
- Gas: 9.9%
- Waste coal mine gas: 0.4%
- Liquids: 0.1%

RENEWABLE GENERATION BY TECHNOLOGY TYPE
- Wind: 35.9%
- Small-scale solar: 23.5%
- Hydro: 23.3%
- Large-scale solar: 10.9%
- Bioenergy: 5.0%
- Medium-scale solar: 1.4%

WHAT MAKES UP YOUR POWER BILL, 2019–20
- Generating electricity: $556
- Poles and wires: $579
- Environmental costs: $104
- Electricity company costs: $98
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